BY WENDY J. FREITAG, PH.D.
The EMDR Research Foundation is not a part of EMDRIA; this article is published as a service to EMDRIA members.

It was great to see everyone at our fundraising event in Minneapolis in August. We are grateful to everyone
page, picked up a poster for your waiting rooms and wore your badge ribbons and celebratory pin
goals were met and exceeded. We are thrilled and very grateful for your donations and continued support.

Cynthia Kong & Gerald Puk, ZynneMe, EMDR Consulting, Onsite Workshops, Neurotek Corp, Inner
Courage, Convention Media Solutions, EMDR Institute, Mentor Books, HeartMath, The Ranch, Trauma
Institute & Child Trauma Institute, OchsLabs, BioMat Sales, Barbara Hensley, Ross Institute, and TRR’s
Warrior Camp. We are grateful to each of these individuals and organizations, both the loyal repeat donors
have done it without their help.
Every year the EMDR Research Foundation acknowledges one of our donors. We consider high-level donors, donors who uniquely
understand the importance and impact of EMDR therapy research on their clinical work, and/or those who inspire others to donate. This
year our donor recognition went to the EMDRIA Western Mass Regional Network, which met all of our criteria. Each year the Western
Mass Regional Network holds a State of the Art EMDR Regional Conference that highlights the importance of research on EMDR therapy.

Co-Regional Coordinator, Jim Helling, spoke on behalf of the Network and shared some inspirational words about the importance of
research. Although his full remarks are on our website, here is a sampling (with minor editing for inclusion here.)
It is research that...

…supports 3rd party authorizations for care and payment.
…is helping to articulate standards of training, practice & professional development.
…show us how to adapt EMDR therapy across cultures and social contexts.
…will move EMDR therapy training into academic programs for new & young practitioners.

We thank Jim for sharing his powerful thoughts and the Network for their passion to support high quality EMDR research.
The EMDR Research Foundation is honored to announce a new funding opportunity, “The Carol York Memorial Fund: Hope for
Children.” All monies raised will be exclusively earmarked for EMDR therapy research with children. Last October, the EMDR therapy

Executive Director and served in this capacity for 7 years. She was committed to enhancing the professionalism of EMDR therapy and
remained dedicated to EMDR therapy as a trainer, specialty instructor, consultant and exemplary clinician. The EMDR Research
Foundation is grateful to have had Carol as a donor and to all who have and will contribute in her memory. By donating to this fund you

Organize your Regional Network, your consultation groups, your
no-fee study groups, attendees at an EMDRIA Credit workshop and/or a gathering of local EMDR therapy clinicians to band together
(soon, I hope), please feel free to contact either myself at wjfreitagphd@gmail.com
kristen@emdrresearchfoundation.org for ideas and suggestions for a successful fundraising challenge. Thank you, in advance, for
considering this important endeavor.

worked tirelessly and diligently over the last 10 years to raise money in support of high quality EMDR therapy research. We are grateful to

our funding ability and will put the status of EMDR therapy as an evidence-based practice in jeopardy. For example, the re-evaluations
scheduled for the SAMHSA endorsement will require more recent Random Controlled Trials (RCTs). At our current level of fund develop-

practices and from the evidence-based status that EMDR therapy has achieved via research. Given the percentage of practicing EMDR
current donor, please reach out to your colleagues and spread the word about the importance of supporting EMDR therapy research and
help them get involved. For those of you who have not donated yet, think hard and long about your choice. Go to our website and read
Jim Helling’s powerful message about what is accomplished through EMDR therapy research. Please consider this YOUR challenge as
much as it is ours. By joining the Visionary Alliance or increasing your pledge, or making a single donation, you have the ability to make

for a Blessed Holiday Season.
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Defense and Affect Restructuring

EMDRIA Home Study Courses

Advanced EMDR training with Andrew M. Leeds, Ph.D.

Read a book. Pass the exam. Earn your credits.

simple strategies to resolve disrupted reprocessing

A Guide to the Standard EMDR Therapy Protocols or
EMDR and Dissociation: The Progressive Approach

October 22-23, 2016 Hampton Inn, Oakland Airport-Alameda
Full details at:
http://www.sonomapti.com/advancedtraining.html

Earn 12 EMDRIA Credits and CEs.
New 3 credit “Positive Affect Tolerance” video course
http://www.andrewleeds.net/training/homestudy.php

Your best value - CIT, Basic and Advanced Group Consultation by telephone conference call
Details online http://EMDRConsultation.net/

Basic EMDR Therapy Training
in San Francisco Bay Area

Free Online Resources

Licensed trainings in Denver and Stamford
Complete Basic EMDR training in four two-day weekends.
Find our training schedule and major EMDR articles at:

Get the latest EMDR articles in our free newsletter.
Download selected EMDRIA conference handouts, EMDR
treatment templates, and case consultation forms.
Get details on all programs at:

www.SonomaPTI.com/basictraining.html

www.AndrewLeeds.net/training.html

SonomaPTI@gmail.com

Phone: (707) 579-9457

1049 Fourth St., Suite G, Santa Rosa, CA, 95404

info@AndrewLeeds.net

